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The most trusted, comprehensive,
and reliable clinical trial intelligence.
Now powered by the industry’s fastest,
most intuitive platform.
Having the right intelligence about ongoing
clinical trials can mean the difference
between success and failure in today’s global
pharmaceutical arena. The right data on
competitive trial activity can help you make
better and faster decisions about your clinical
trial investment, strategy and execution
– decisions that can keep you ahead of
competition and reduce the risk of trial delays
which can cost you millions.
Trialtrove is the industry’s leading authority
for accurate, current and comprehensive
clinical trials intelligence, providing a deep
understanding of the competitive landscape in
your focused areas of research, and supported
by expert therapeutic area analysts.
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Built by experts. Made for experts.
Design and run the next generation of clinical trials
to achieve optimal outcomes with less risk and cost.
·	Improve your protocol development by analyzing current trends in trial
designs and outcomes
·	Anticipate competitive threats and strategic direction and understand
landscapes and opportunities
·	Gather data on trial benchmarks and metrics, enrollment success,
study timelines, targeted patient populations, and geographic
distribution
·	Select the right countries for your trials by looking at current, past and
future trial activity
·	Understand the clinical strategies your competitors are using and their
likely development timelines

·	Gain in-depth insight into the global trial landscape and competitive
trends by disease

265,000+

Trials Phase I to Phase IV

165+

Countries in all geographic areas

· Research market trends and perform gap analyses

·	Save time with all the trial intelligence you need in a single, easy-touse system

Delivering unparalleled trial coverage

235+

Diseases in 8 major therapeutic areas

40,000+
Data sources

250+

Full-time experts tracking and analyzing trial activity

Citeline’s unparalleled platform, industry leading data, and expert analyst team will enable
you to:
·	
Spend less time searching and more time planning: Narrow and expand results with enhanced data filtering and our Boolean
search panel
·	
Customize data: Tailor results tables and exports to see what you want, how you want
·	
Seamlessly build searches across platforms: Build your searches using criteria across Trialtrove and Sitetrove
· Drive collaboration and transparency: Share information and searches across your organization
·	
Access from anywhere: Access Citeline without limits - with individual accounts, users are not limited to access only within
their company’s IP addresses
·	
Obtain a comprehensive overview of the clinical trial landscape: Dynamic dashboards instantly update based on your search
criteria
·	
Assess the competitive environment and feasibility: Robust analytical tools allow you to drill down into specific data such as
disease, patient segment, inclusion/exclusion criteria, trial outcomes and trial timing
·	
Evaluate trial profiles: With robust details on attributes like treatment plans and disposition of patients, measuring criteria for
patient classification and biomarkers, that are evaluated and updated by expert analysts
·	
Ask the Analyst: Your subscriptions provides direct access to our industry-leading analysts at no additional charge, who are
available to answer any inquiries to ensure you are getting the most appropriate data and insights to meet your needs

Trialtrove also offers seamless integration
with Sitetrove and Pharmaprojects, our
site/investigator and drug development
intelligence solutions.
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We also offer API Solutions for Trials, Drugs, Sites and Investigators, which
enable you to stream information directly from Citeline’s R&D Intelligence
databases into your own systems and embed Informa’s quality datasets
directly into your own organization’s data and workflows.

To learn more about Trialtrove and the advantages we can deliver to your company,
please visit: pharmaintelligence.informa.com or email: Pharma@informa.com
US Toll-Free: +1 888-670-8900

US Toll: +1 908-547-2200

UK & Europe: +44 (20) 337 73737

Australia: +61 2 8705 6907

